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Pellet Stove Instructions 

 
If you’ve stayed before, you will have noticed that we have switched from wood burning 

stoves to pellet stoves in the Honeypot huts and The Nest as they give more 

instantaneous heat and are more efficient.  

 

They are simple to use but do come with a few rules and warnings: 

• Do not turn stove off at the mains 

• Do not touch the door whist stove is in operation as it will be very hot 

• The stove is not to be operated by children 

• Do not touch the stove with wet hands 

• Do not open the door whilst in operation 

• Do not fire up the stove again until it has fully cooled down and switched off. 

• If you leave the hut for an extended period of time. Please power off the stove. 

 

 

To Operate: 
 

1. Filling the stove. Whilst the stove is still turned off, fill the compartment at the 

back 3/4 full with pellets and put the lid on. 

2. Switching on the stove. Press and hold the on/off button on right of the control 

panel for 2 secs. The screen will display ‘loading wood’, the fan will start and you will 

see the ignition start to glow through the glass. The pellets will drop into the stove and 

start combusting. This process may take several minutes. 

3. Setting the temperature. The temperature is usually set to 18°C but is easy to 

adjust and best done once the stove has been working for a few minutes. To launch the 

temperature setting menu, press the ‘-‘ key. The screen will read ‘set’. After this, use the 

‘-‘ or ‘+’ key to set your desired temperature. 

4. Setting the working power. Press the ‘+’ key to launch the power setting menu. 

The screen will read ‘pot’. Next use the ‘-‘ and ‘+’ buttons to reach the desired power 

level. Power level is the speed at which the pellets are fed in. 1 is low and 5 is high. It is 

recommended to have it set on at least level 2. 

5. Switching off the stove. Hold the on/off button for 2 secs. The screen will 

display ‘cleaning final’. The fan will then flush remaining pellets out before fully switching 

off. 
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Alarm signals 

 
• In the event of a power cut or interrupted current, the stove will automatically 

switch off and restart after a cooling cycle, during which the screen will display ‘cool 

fire’. 

• If the stove runs out of pellets whilst in operation, the screen will display ‘no fire’. 

Press the on/off button to reset. After cooling, the stove can be restarted. 
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